**PROMETHEUS™ Coupler**

The Greatest Advancement in Handpiece Technology in 40 Years

1. Choose your favorite Kavo, Star®, NSK, or Midwest® fiber optic handpiece

2. Connect the corresponding PROMETHEUS® Coupler

3. Eliminate fiber optic system and installation

Self-contained LED Couplers to upgrade to fiber optics or expand/fix/replace existing fiber optic systems

The Prometheus™ Coupler provides bright LED light without the need or cost of traditional fiber optic systems. Simply connect the corresponding Prometheus™ Coupler to your favorite fiber optic handpiece (Star®, Kavo, NSK, Midwest® or fixed back) and eliminate the power supply, fiber optic hoses and installation. Enjoy bright LED light instantly for about the same price as a standard quick disconnect coupler.
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What Is Prometheus™?
• The greatest advancement in handpiece technology since the advent of fiber optics!
• A self-contained LED coupler which allows you to have bright LED fiber optics simply by connecting the coupler to a fiber-optic handpiece.
  ■ Eliminates the need for a fiber-optic system
  ■ Saves you money (estimated $500 per system, plus installation cost)
  ■ Gives you the convenience of fiber optics wherever you connect the coupler.

Who is the Prometheus™ Coupler For?
• Offices without fiber optics installed
• Offices with broken fiber-optic systems
• Offices with fiber-optic systems in some tubing/chairs but not in all
• Offices that want to upgrade to brighter LED lighting

What Can the Prometheus™ Coupler Do For You?
For just the price of a regular coupler, the Prometheus™ Coupler can:
• Provide the huge benefits of fiber optics to the large number of practices without a system
• Be a better replacement for broken fiber-optic systems
• Extend fiber optics to additional operatories/chairs

How Do You Use the Prometheus™ Coupler?
• You can use your favorite fiber-optic handpiece (any KaVo, NSK, Star®, or Midwest®, private label, or other fixed-back 5-hole)
• You connect the corresponding Prometheus™ Coupler to the handpiece
• LED fiber optics instantly!
• The Prometheus™ Coupler is fully compatible with the other brands’ handpieces and couplers.